Clients and animals
Full control over client records allowing rapid registration of new clients whilst
on the phone or self registration and appointment booking through integrated
online system with automated SMS reminders.

Staff Management - Set up consulting,
visit and ops rotas
Configurable staff rota system showing employee’s
availability for work, holidays and CPD, linked to the
client appointment diary. Set appointments for the branch
or by consults. Trackable for Management Index reports.

Hospitalisation
Hospital cage booking prevents double or over booking
and ensures maximum facility usage. Portable tablet
based in ward reminder, recording and billing facility.

Your complete veterinary practice management solution

Referral work
Special features help with recording cases referred into or out of your practice.
OO Clients can book online direct to
your diary via your own website

Stock Management - Automatically buy at the best price

Designed by vets for vets
Remote access & easy-to-use tools

Flexible licensing & user controls
Workflow based solution

What can DotVet do for you?
DotVet gives the control of your Practice
Management System back to you. All the
features are configurable by you in the
system administration screen, so you
decide who can access which parts of
the system and what rights they have.

DotVet aims to increase client retention
and maximise your profits. Its unique
functionality avoids missing consultation
fees and encourages Vets to suggest
another appointment date before the
client leaves the consulting room.

DotVet has been developed in
partnership with working vets who
have longer experience of veterinary
computing than anyone else in the
industry. It utilises the very latest
programming tools available.

DotVet brings together experienced
veterinary practitioners and a software
development company to ensure we
respond rapidly to requests for new
features.

www.dotvet.co.uk

Comprehensive stock control allowing simple inter branch transfer before
ordering from the preferred or best value supplier. Monitored stock wastage
and disposal.

OO Automatic client communication
using SMS and email

Task Management

OO Reduce administration with
integrated diary and rota

Allocate tasks to individuals or groups or by branch or practice for immediate
or future action. Display calls and follow ups due in one place. Tasks are
linked to the client and animal and are constantly trackable.

OO Powerful flexible reporting with
graphical lab reports

Lab Reports and Radiographs
These are stored within the system, dicom images and selected web pages
are also accessible for display within DotVet.

OO Portable tablet system for use
within hospital wards

Cost of Ownership.
Intuitive screens reduce the training costs and you can install DotVet on
as many computers as you like and pay only for those in use. DotVet
automatically updates with the latest version when required.

OO Automatic software updates
OO Pet health plan

Data Security.
We take system security very seriously. Whether your system is cloud based,
in our privately owned Data Centre or on a server in your practice there are
multiple hardware and software security layers protecting your valuable data.

Get in touch
Richard Rowe BVMS MRCVS
07771 884827
richardrowe@dotvet.co.uk

Simon Mellor
01452 855222
simonmellor@dotvet.co.uk
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